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superstring superstring superstring superstring intercommutationsintercommutationsintercommutationsintercommutations form a form a form a form a trilineartrilineartrilineartrilinear vertex vertex vertex vertex 

does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic does a cosmic superstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstringsuperstring network network network network network network network network reachreachreachreachreachreachreachreach scalingscalingscalingscalingscalingscalingscalingscaling, or does , or does , or does , or does , or does , or does , or does , or does itititititititit freezefreezefreezefreezefreezefreezefreezefreeze
leadingleadingleadingleadingleadingleadingleadingleading to to to to to to to to predictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictionspredictions inconsistentinconsistentinconsistentinconsistentinconsistentinconsistentinconsistentinconsistent withwithwithwithwithwithwithwith ourourourourourourourour observedobservedobservedobservedobservedobservedobservedobserved universeuniverseuniverseuniverseuniverseuniverseuniverseuniverse? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
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Fundamental (F) strings and 1Fundamental (F) strings and 1Fundamental (F) strings and 1Fundamental (F) strings and 1----dim dim dim dim DirichletDirichletDirichletDirichlet branesbranesbranesbranes (D(D(D(D----strings) strings) strings) strings) 
are generically produced at the end of are generically produced at the end of are generically produced at the end of are generically produced at the end of branebranebranebrane inflationinflationinflationinflation

collisions of  Fcollisions of  Fcollisions of  Fcollisions of  F----strings &  Dstrings &  Dstrings &  Dstrings &  D----strings produce FD bound states strings produce FD bound states strings produce FD bound states strings produce FD bound states 



aimaimaimaimaimaimaimaim: : : : buildbuildbuildbuild a simple a simple a simple a simple fieldfieldfieldfield theorytheorytheorytheory model of  model of  model of  model of  boundboundboundbound states, in states, in states, in states, in 
analogyanalogyanalogyanalogy withwithwithwith the the the the AbelianAbelianAbelianAbelian HiggsHiggsHiggsHiggs model, and model, and model, and model, and studystudystudystudy itsitsitsits propertiespropertiespropertiesproperties
usingusingusingusing latticelatticelatticelattice simulationssimulationssimulationssimulations

� boundboundboundbound states have states have states have states have differentdifferentdifferentdifferent tension tension tension tension thanthanthanthan singlesinglesinglesingle----charge strings charge strings charge strings charge strings 

� set longset longset longset long----range interaction of range interaction of range interaction of range interaction of eacheacheacheach speciesspeciesspeciesspecies of  strings of  strings of  strings of  strings individuallyindividuallyindividuallyindividually; ; ; ; 

differentdifferentdifferentdifferent components of the FDcomponents of the FDcomponents of the FDcomponents of the FD----string are string are string are string are expectedexpectedexpectedexpected to to to to exhibitexhibitexhibitexhibit
differentdifferentdifferentdifferent types of longtypes of longtypes of longtypes of long----range interactionsrange interactionsrange interactionsrange interactions

evolution of cosmic superstring networksevolution of cosmic superstring networksevolution of cosmic superstring networksevolution of cosmic superstring networks

characteristicscharacteristicscharacteristicscharacteristicscharacteristicscharacteristicscharacteristicscharacteristics::::
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the modelthe modelthe modelthe model

� two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:two different species of cosmic strings:

include two sets of fields of the include two sets of fields of the include two sets of fields of the include two sets of fields of the AbelianAbelianAbelianAbelian Higgs modelHiggs modelHiggs modelHiggs model

� formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:formation of bound states:

introduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potentialintroduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potentialintroduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potentialintroduce a coupling of the scalar fields via a potential

� one non one non one non one non one non one non one non one non ––––––––BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long BPS species of strings (such strings have long 
range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):range interactions):

consider the second type of string to be the topological consider the second type of string to be the topological consider the second type of string to be the topological consider the second type of string to be the topological 
defect of a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetrydefect of a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetrydefect of a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetrydefect of a scalar field with a global U(1) symmetry
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if if if if bothbothbothboth speciesspeciesspeciesspecies of strings are BPS:of strings are BPS:of strings are BPS:of strings are BPS:

S =
∫

d3xdt
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F�� = ∂�A� � ∂�A� H�� = ∂�C� � ∂�C�

� the the the the HiggsHiggsHiggsHiggs fieldfieldfieldfield � the the the the axionaxionaxionaxion fieldfieldfieldfield

• in the case of a nonin the case of a nonin the case of a nonin the case of a non----BPS BPS BPS BPS speciesspeciesspeciesspecies of string:  set                                                of string:  set                                                of string:  set                                                of string:  set                                                e2 = 0
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splittingsplittingsplittingsplitting of a of a of a of a boundboundboundbound state as a state as a state as a state as a resultresultresultresult of the longof the longof the longof the long----range interactions range interactions range interactions range interactions betweenbetweenbetweenbetween stringsstringsstringsstrings

the total the total the total the total physicalphysicalphysicalphysical volume of the simulation box volume of the simulation box volume of the simulation box volume of the simulation box occupiedoccupiedoccupiedoccupied bybybyby HiggsHiggsHiggsHiggs stringsstringsstringsstrings, 
thethethethe axionaxionaxionaxion stringsstringsstringsstrings, and , and , and , and theirtheirtheirtheir boundboundboundbound statesstatesstatesstates

volume of volume of volume of volume of boundboundboundbound states  states  states  states  identicalidenticalidenticalidentical
withwithwithwith thatthatthatthat of of of of axionaxionaxionaxion strings  strings  strings  strings  
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a a a a significantsignificantsignificantsignificant fraction of the fraction of the fraction of the fraction of the 
strings strings strings strings becomesbecomesbecomesbecomes unboundunboundunboundunbound earlyearlyearlyearly
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onlyonlyonlyonly one pair ofone pair ofone pair ofone pair of locallocallocallocallocallocallocallocal and one pair ofand one pair ofand one pair ofand one pair of global global global global stringsstringsstringsstrings

attractive interactions attractive interactions attractive interactions attractive interactions betweenbetweenbetweenbetween global global global global 
strings strings strings strings resultresultresultresult in in in in theirtheirtheirtheir motion motion motion motion towardstowardstowardstowards
the local the local the local the local onesonesonesones
does the formation of does the formation of does the formation of does the formation of boundboundboundbound states states states states cancancancan
stop the motion of the global strings?stop the motion of the global strings?stop the motion of the global strings?stop the motion of the global strings?

boundboundboundbound states split as global strings states split as global strings states split as global strings states split as global strings 
continue to move continue to move continue to move continue to move towardstowardstowardstowards eacheacheacheach otherotherotherother

finallyfinallyfinallyfinally theytheytheythey collidecollidecollidecollide and and and and annihilateannihilateannihilateannihilate

global strings move global strings move global strings move global strings move towardstowardstowardstowards local local local local onesonesonesones
and cross and cross and cross and cross themthemthemthem, , , , formingformingformingforming boundboundboundbound states states states states 

boundboundboundbound states do not survive the longstates do not survive the longstates do not survive the longstates do not survive the long----
range interactions of global stringsrange interactions of global stringsrange interactions of global stringsrange interactions of global strings
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does the existence of bound states prevent a cosmic superstring does the existence of bound states prevent a cosmic superstring does the existence of bound states prevent a cosmic superstring does the existence of bound states prevent a cosmic superstring 
network from reaching a scaling solution?network from reaching a scaling solution?network from reaching a scaling solution?network from reaching a scaling solution?

use a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in theuse a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in theuse a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in theuse a field theory model to study the effect of junctions in the
evolution of a network composed by F, D and FDevolution of a network composed by F, D and FDevolution of a network composed by F, D and FDevolution of a network composed by F, D and FD----stringsstringsstringsstrings

we have control over the initial population of bound stateswe have control over the initial population of bound stateswe have control over the initial population of bound stateswe have control over the initial population of bound states
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correlation length as function of time in a localcorrelation length as function of time in a localcorrelation length as function of time in a localcorrelation length as function of time in a local----global network global network global network global network 

correlation length as function of time in a localcorrelation length as function of time in a localcorrelation length as function of time in a localcorrelation length as function of time in a local----local network local network local network local network 

Higgs string                              Higgs string                              Higgs string                              Higgs string                              axionaxionaxionaxion string                        bound statestring                        bound statestring                        bound statestring                        bound state

� = V/L
√

there is scaling                          , characterised with athere is scaling                          , characterised with athere is scaling                          , characterised with athere is scaling                          , characterised with a
change of correlation length during  network evolutionchange of correlation length during  network evolutionchange of correlation length during  network evolutionchange of correlation length during  network evolution

correlation length as function of time in a localcorrelation length as function of time in a localcorrelation length as function of time in a localcorrelation length as function of time in a local----global network global network global network global network 
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� scaling of F,D,FDscaling of F,D,FDscaling of F,D,FDscaling of F,D,FD----strings is robust and independent of initial  strings is robust and independent of initial  strings is robust and independent of initial  strings is robust and independent of initial  
configurations configurations configurations configurations 

� the existence of bound states effects the evolution of the netwthe existence of bound states effects the evolution of the netwthe existence of bound states effects the evolution of the netwthe existence of bound states effects the evolution of the networkorkorkork

� there is a supplementary energy loss mechanism, in addition to there is a supplementary energy loss mechanism, in addition to there is a supplementary energy loss mechanism, in addition to there is a supplementary energy loss mechanism, in addition to 
chopping off loopschopping off loopschopping off loopschopping off loops

new mechanismnew mechanismnew mechanismnew mechanism: : : : formation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing lengthformation of bound states with increasing length

the overall network does not freeze because the string length ofthe overall network does not freeze because the string length ofthe overall network does not freeze because the string length ofthe overall network does not freeze because the string length ofthe overall network does not freeze because the string length ofthe overall network does not freeze because the string length ofthe overall network does not freeze because the string length ofthe overall network does not freeze because the string length of the the the the the the the the 
unbound states decreases fasterunbound states decreases fasterunbound states decreases fasterunbound states decreases fasterunbound states decreases fasterunbound states decreases fasterunbound states decreases fasterunbound states decreases faster
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the threethe threethe threethe three----string junctionstring junctionstring junctionstring junction

�(p,q) = [p�(1,0)]
2 + [q�(0,1)]

2
√

BPS saturated BPS saturated BPS saturated BPS saturated 
formulaformulaformulaformula

solution:solution:solution:solution: �(p,q) sin� = q�(0,1) �(p,q) cos� = p�(1,0)

tan� = q/(pgs)wherewherewherewhere

balance conditions for three strings balance conditions for three strings balance conditions for three strings balance conditions for three strings balance conditions for three strings balance conditions for three strings balance conditions for three strings balance conditions for three strings 
when an Fwhen an Fwhen an Fwhen an Fwhen an Fwhen an Fwhen an Fwhen an F--------string ends on a Dstring ends on a Dstring ends on a Dstring ends on a Dstring ends on a Dstring ends on a Dstring ends on a Dstring ends on a D--------string it causes to string it causes to string it causes to string it causes to string it causes to string it causes to string it causes to string it causes to 
bend at an angle set by the string coupling; on bend at an angle set by the string coupling; on bend at an angle set by the string coupling; on bend at an angle set by the string coupling; on bend at an angle set by the string coupling; on bend at an angle set by the string coupling; on bend at an angle set by the string coupling; on bend at an angle set by the string coupling; on 
the other side of the junction is a (1,1) stringthe other side of the junction is a (1,1) stringthe other side of the junction is a (1,1) stringthe other side of the junction is a (1,1) stringthe other side of the junction is a (1,1) stringthe other side of the junction is a (1,1) stringthe other side of the junction is a (1,1) stringthe other side of the junction is a (1,1) string
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FFFF----string: string: string: string: 

DDDD----string: string: string: string: 

FDFDFDFD----bound state:bound state:bound state:bound state: �3 = 1 +
g2s

1
√

=
gs
1 + 2

gs +O(g2s)

in the small       in the small       in the small       in the small       ----limit:limit:limit:limit:gs �

(1,0)

(0,1)

(1,1) the angle      the angle      the angle      the angle      
goes to           in goes to           in goes to           in goes to           in 
the limit of zero the limit of zero the limit of zero the limit of zero 
string couplingstring couplingstring couplingstring coupling

�
�/2

�� length of Flength of Flength of Flength of Flength of Flength of Flength of Flength of F--------string remains constantstring remains constantstring remains constantstring remains constantstring remains constantstring remains constantstring remains constantstring remains constant

�� length of Dlength of Dlength of Dlength of Dlength of Dlength of Dlength of Dlength of D--------string decreases and length of FDstring decreases and length of FDstring decreases and length of FDstring decreases and length of FDstring decreases and length of FDstring decreases and length of FDstring decreases and length of FDstring decreases and length of FD--------bound state increasesbound state increasesbound state increasesbound state increasesbound state increasesbound state increasesbound state increasesbound state increases
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�1 = 1

�2 = 1/gs

�3



cosmic superstrings interact with SM particles via gravity  cosmic superstrings interact with SM particles via gravity  cosmic superstrings interact with SM particles via gravity  cosmic superstrings interact with SM particles via gravity  

detection involves the gravitational interactions detection involves the gravitational interactions detection involves the gravitational interactions detection involves the gravitational interactions of of of of 
cosmic superstrings cosmic superstrings cosmic superstrings cosmic superstrings 

cosmic superstring detectioncosmic superstring detectioncosmic superstring detectioncosmic superstring detection
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� gravitational gravitational gravitational gravitational lensinglensinglensinglensing

� micromicromicromicro----lensinglensinglensinglensing

� CMB anisotropiesCMB anisotropiesCMB anisotropiesCMB anisotropies

� gravity wavesgravity wavesgravity wavesgravity waves

� RR/RR/RR/RR/dilatondilatondilatondilaton emissionemissionemissionemission

cosmo 2008cosmo 2008cosmo 2008cosmo 2008
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cosmic strings in flat spacecosmic strings in flat spacecosmic strings in flat spacecosmic strings in flat space----timetimetimetime

constraint equations and string e.o.m.:constraint equations and string e.o.m.:constraint equations and string e.o.m.:constraint equations and string e.o.m.:

general solution to string e.o.m. in flat spacegeneral solution to string e.o.m. in flat spacegeneral solution to string e.o.m. in flat spacegeneral solution to string e.o.m. in flat space----time:time:time:time:

continuous arbitrary functions which satisfy:continuous arbitrary functions which satisfy:continuous arbitrary functions which satisfy:continuous arbitrary functions which satisfy:

x(�, t)
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property of loop solutions:                                     property of loop solutions:                                     property of loop solutions:                                     property of loop solutions:                                     
points along the string can reach the velocity of light points along the string can reach the velocity of light points along the string can reach the velocity of light points along the string can reach the velocity of light 

and                 describe closed curves  on a uand                 describe closed curves  on a uand                 describe closed curves  on a uand                 describe closed curves  on a unit  spherenit  spherenit  spherenit  spherea
′(�)

x� 2(�, t) = 4
1[a′(�� t)� b

′(�+ t)]2

� b
′(�)

the satisfy:the satisfy:the satisfy:the satisfy:

but otherwise are arbitrarybut otherwise are arbitrarybut otherwise are arbitrarybut otherwise are arbitrary

if the two curves intersect then:if the two curves intersect then:if the two curves intersect then:if the two curves intersect then:

smooth loops will in general have such luminal points: smooth loops will in general have such luminal points: smooth loops will in general have such luminal points: smooth loops will in general have such luminal points: cuspscuspscuspscuspscuspscuspscuspscusps

cuspscuspscuspscusps
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x� 2(�, t) = 1

∫

0
L
a
′d� =

∫

0
L
b
′d� = 0
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nonnonnonnon----periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on branesbranesbranesbranes

a DBI string ending on two stationary and parallel a DBI string ending on two stationary and parallel a DBI string ending on two stationary and parallel a DBI string ending on two stationary and parallel DnDnDnDn----branesbranesbranesbranes

from BC, from BC, from BC, from BC, aaaaaaaa’’’’ and and and and bbbbbbbb’’’’ curves  are related by curves  are related by curves  are related by curves  are related by inversion through a inversion through a inversion through a inversion through a inversion through a inversion through a inversion through a inversion through a 
surface of identical dimension and orientation to the Dsurface of identical dimension and orientation to the Dsurface of identical dimension and orientation to the Dsurface of identical dimension and orientation to the Dsurface of identical dimension and orientation to the Dsurface of identical dimension and orientation to the Dsurface of identical dimension and orientation to the Dsurface of identical dimension and orientation to the D--------branesbranesbranesbranesbranesbranesbranesbranes, , , , , , , , 
that passes through the that passes through the that passes through the that passes through the that passes through the that passes through the that passes through the that passes through the centercentercentercentercentercentercentercenter of the unit sphereof the unit sphereof the unit sphereof the unit sphereof the unit sphereof the unit sphereof the unit sphereof the unit sphere

aaaaaaaa’’’’ and and and and bbbbbbbb’’’’ trace out closed curves trace out closed curves trace out closed curves trace out closed curves 
on a unit sphere separated by the on a unit sphere separated by the on a unit sphere separated by the on a unit sphere separated by the 
interinterinterinter----branebranebranebrane distance  distance  distance  distance  

cusps: if cusps: if cusps: if cusps: if aaaaaaaa’’’’ and band band band b’’’’ intersectintersectintersectintersect
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D1D1D1D1----branesbranesbranesbranes

aaaa’’’’ and band band band b’’’’ intersect whenever intersect whenever intersect whenever intersect whenever the line through which they are the line through which they are the line through which they are the line through which they are the line through which they are the line through which they are the line through which they are the line through which they are 
inverted is enclosed by the closed curvesinverted is enclosed by the closed curvesinverted is enclosed by the closed curvesinverted is enclosed by the closed curvesinverted is enclosed by the closed curvesinverted is enclosed by the closed curvesinverted is enclosed by the closed curvesinverted is enclosed by the closed curves

when the angle between when the angle between when the angle between when the angle between 
the 2 vectors perpendicular the 2 vectors perpendicular the 2 vectors perpendicular the 2 vectors perpendicular 
to the inversion line and to the inversion line and to the inversion line and to the inversion line and 
ending on the curve is ending on the curve is ending on the curve is ending on the curve is 
equal to equal to equal to equal to ππππ, , , , the inverted the inverted the inverted the inverted the inverted the inverted the inverted the inverted 
curve will intersect curve will intersect curve will intersect curve will intersect curve will intersect curve will intersect curve will intersect curve will intersect 
the original onethe original onethe original onethe original onethe original onethe original onethe original onethe original one

Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, RajamanoharanRajamanoharanRajamanoharanRajamanoharan, Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008)
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genericitygenericitygenericitygenericity of cusps on nonof cusps on nonof cusps on nonof cusps on non----periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on periodic strings ending on branesbranesbranesbranes

� cusps are generic features of an Fcusps are generic features of an Fcusps are generic features of an Fcusps are generic features of an F----string ending on two parallel string ending on two parallel string ending on two parallel string ending on two parallel 
DDDD----strings strings strings strings 

� an Fan Fan Fan F----string stretched between 2 threestring stretched between 2 threestring stretched between 2 threestring stretched between 2 three----string junctions behaves as string junctions behaves as string junctions behaves as string junctions behaves as 
an Fan Fan Fan F----string between 2 D1string between 2 D1string between 2 D1string between 2 D1----branes (to order g )branes (to order g )branes (to order g )branes (to order g )

a pair of threea pair of threea pair of threea pair of three----string junctions would have cuspsstring junctions would have cuspsstring junctions would have cuspsstring junctions would have cusps

Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, Davis, Nelson, RajamanoharanRajamanoharanRajamanoharanRajamanoharan, Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008), Sakellariadou (2008)
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limitlimitlimitlimit: the heavy D/FD string behaves as a single string : the heavy D/FD string behaves as a single string : the heavy D/FD string behaves as a single string : the heavy D/FD string behaves as a single string 
unaffected by dynamics of light Funaffected by dynamics of light Funaffected by dynamics of light Funaffected by dynamics of light F----stringstringstringstring

cusps are significant if the typical separation of the heavy strcusps are significant if the typical separation of the heavy strcusps are significant if the typical separation of the heavy strcusps are significant if the typical separation of the heavy strings ings ings ings 
must be small must be small must be small must be small w.r.tw.r.tw.r.tw.r.t. length of the F. length of the F. length of the F. length of the F----string stretched between themstring stretched between themstring stretched between themstring stretched between them

as heavy strings move apart, Fas heavy strings move apart, Fas heavy strings move apart, Fas heavy strings move apart, F----strings stretch increasing the strings stretch increasing the strings stretch increasing the strings stretch increasing the 
distance and the importance of cusps gets reduceddistance and the importance of cusps gets reduceddistance and the importance of cusps gets reduceddistance and the importance of cusps gets reduced

gs → 0

under Sunder Sunder Sunder S----duality the role of F and D strings is reversedduality the role of F and D strings is reversedduality the role of F and D strings is reversedduality the role of F and D strings is reversed::::

FFFF----strings and bound FDstrings and bound FDstrings and bound FDstrings and bound FD----strings are the heavy onesstrings are the heavy onesstrings are the heavy onesstrings are the heavy ones

cusps exist on light Dcusps exist on light Dcusps exist on light Dcusps exist on light D----strings ending on threestrings ending on threestrings ending on threestrings ending on three----string junctionsstring junctionsstring junctionsstring junctions
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� cosmic stringscosmic stringscosmic stringscosmic strings

� cusps can  be formed on smooth closed string loopscusps can  be formed on smooth closed string loopscusps can  be formed on smooth closed string loopscusps can  be formed on smooth closed string loops

� intercommutationintercommutationintercommutationintercommutation leads to kinks, which may reduce cusp formation leads to kinks, which may reduce cusp formation leads to kinks, which may reduce cusp formation leads to kinks, which may reduce cusp formation 

� GW and SM fields can be emitted GW and SM fields can be emitted GW and SM fields can be emitted GW and SM fields can be emitted 

� cosmic superstringscosmic superstringscosmic superstringscosmic superstrings

� cusps cusps cusps cusps exsitexsitexsitexsit in nonin nonin nonin non----periodic strings ending  on Dperiodic strings ending  on Dperiodic strings ending  on Dperiodic strings ending  on D----branesbranesbranesbranes

� cusps in loops may be  less important                          cusps in loops may be  less important                          cusps in loops may be  less important                          cusps in loops may be  less important                          

� intercommutationintercommutationintercommutationintercommutation leads to junctionsleads to junctionsleads to junctionsleads to junctions

� GW and SM fields + GW and SM fields + GW and SM fields + GW and SM fields + dilaton/RR/moduli/gravitinos/stabledilaton/RR/moduli/gravitinos/stabledilaton/RR/moduli/gravitinos/stabledilaton/RR/moduli/gravitinos/stable SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY 
particles can be emittedparticles can be emittedparticles can be emittedparticles can be emitted
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towards the end of towards the end of towards the end of towards the end of branebranebranebrane inflation cosmic superstrings are produced  inflation cosmic superstrings are produced  inflation cosmic superstrings are produced  inflation cosmic superstrings are produced  

their properties and subsequent cosmological evolution into a sctheir properties and subsequent cosmological evolution into a sctheir properties and subsequent cosmological evolution into a sctheir properties and subsequent cosmological evolution into a scaling aling aling aling 
network open up their possible detections in the near future, vinetwork open up their possible detections in the near future, vinetwork open up their possible detections in the near future, vinetwork open up their possible detections in the near future, via a a a 
cosmological, astrophysical and gravitational wave measurementscosmological, astrophysical and gravitational wave measurementscosmological, astrophysical and gravitational wave measurementscosmological, astrophysical and gravitational wave measurements

finding distinctive stringy signatures in observations will revefinding distinctive stringy signatures in observations will revefinding distinctive stringy signatures in observations will revefinding distinctive stringy signatures in observations will reveal al al al 
the particular the particular the particular the particular branebranebranebrane inflationary scenario and validate string theory inflationary scenario and validate string theory inflationary scenario and validate string theory inflationary scenario and validate string theory 
and the and the and the and the branebranebranebrane world scenarioworld scenarioworld scenarioworld scenario

conclusionsconclusionsconclusionsconclusions
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